
  

Since 2015 an increasing number of jet noise reports are 

reported by residents of the Salish Sea region, using the 

San Juan County Aircraft Noise Reporting Website.  With 

the addition of 36 more Growlers in 2019 at Naval Air 

Station Whidbey Island, the region has been bombarded.  

This document provides data broken out by reports 

generated inside San Juan County and outside. 

Beginning on page 11 read the comments made by those 

who submit noise reports and feel the frustration, concern, 

and anger. 

 

 

 

 

 

We Can’t Get Away 
Ahh, there's that Navy noise coming back to Mt. Vernon. After a blissful five day 

vacation, I almost forgot how horrible these terrorists are. Two full minutes of what 

sounded like 100 trains running through my house. 

We have suffered HOURS of uninterrupted LOW overflights, beginning early today, 

continuing to this very minute!  It is just about 4:00PM as I report this. Planes pA** 

directly over homes on the west side of Camano, INTENTIONALLY as loud as they can! 

Awful echoing sinister thunder.feel it in the bones, pm Anacortes near the ferry.  

Constant dread, elevated cortisol= health risks ongoing.  Abuse from the navy is 

routine and ongoing. 

Outside hanging Christmas lights when Growlers start next session of flight carrier 

landing practice at OLF. Noise so loud it hurts. We are unable to do even the most 

normal simple things around our home when Growlers start. 

Dec 13. South Lopez. 9:50am  Tremendous rumbling vibration felt through the house.  

Felt and sounded like the earthquake I experienced in California a few years ago. PTSD. 

Thanks a lot NASWI. 

Shaw Island. Horrible roaring, very loud, overwhelms all other sounds outdoors AND 

indoors. The noise from growlers is devastating, unnerving, unsettling. It causes a 

strong sense of unrest and unease.  

Forks area - out on the 9000 logging road with a hunting buddy, high on a ridge scoping 

for elk and deer , twice Growlers blasted nature’s quiet with their afterburners…can’t 

escape them even out in nature! 

I live in Winthrop, WA and was out walking on Studhorse mountain road. I was 

unsettled by a jet flying low over the valley. It was so loud that I had to stop and plug 

my ears.  
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 Annual Comparisons 

 Monthly Comparisons. Total and by 

Location 

 Reports by Type of Noise 

 Reports by Day through the Year 

 Reports by Time of Day 

 Map of Report Locations 

 Comments submitted with each report, 

revealing human impacts 



  

Listen to the jet noise that we 

hear in our region:  

https://sounddefensealliance.org/g

rowler-videos-audio/ 

The Navy dismisses noise data:  

https://www.seattletimes.com/opi

nion/navy-should-use-our-data-on-

growler-noise-not-dismiss-it/  

Understanding This Report 
 

The San Juan County Aircraft Noise Reporting website was approved in 2014 by the County 

Council for people to have a reliable place for recording their reports and comments. Data 

reports began in 2015. 

gis.sanjuanco.com/aircraft-noise-reporting 

Who submits reports? In October, 2019, permission was given for people outside of San Juan 

County to use this noise reporting website.  We are seeing an increasing number of reports 

from the wider region.  
 

Correcting Location Data 
 

Beginning in January 2023, data reporting addresses a problem with the website’s capture of 
location data. Many reports default to a location in the center of San Juan County (SJC) when 
the person does not provide their location. This artificially raises the number of reports 
attributed to San Juan County that actually come from outside SJC. 
 
Here is what we are doing. Some reports with invalid location data can be corrected by their 
comments or other data. Next we look only at reports with valid locations to determine the 
normal portion of “inside” and “outside” of San Juan County. Finally we A**igned the reports 
with invalid locations to “inside” and “outside.” 
 
Future reports likely will show more reports from outside of San Juan County than previously. 
Considering the smaller population base of San Juan County compared to nearby counties 
also affected by Navy jet noise this is not surprising. This has been the trend since 2019 when 
we opened reporting to outside SJC. 
 
Annual data is continually reviewed.  Clarification of duplicate reports, as well as the addition 
of late reports sometimes adjusts the final numbers to a few more or a few less than 
previously reported.  
 
 
 

 Hints on reporting jet noise: 

https://www.quietskies.info/access-the-county-report-site 
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This report is compiled by Quiet Skies: 

https://www.quietskies.info/ 

Join our Mailing List. Contact Quiet Skies 

QuietSkiesSanJuan@gmail.com 

Jet noise raises emotions.   
 
If you are in crisis, you can call the 
National Suicide Prevention 
Lifeline 24 hours a day, seven days 
a week, at 988. Press 1 for the 
Veterans Helpline. 
 
You can also text a crisis counselor 
by messaging HOME to 741741. 
 
Crisis lines are available for all 
Washingtonians regardless of 
insurance status or income level. 
 

https://sounddefensealliance.org/growler-videos-audio/
https://sounddefensealliance.org/growler-videos-audio/
https://www.seattletimes.com/opinion/navy-should-use-our-data-on-growler-noise-not-dismiss-it/
https://www.seattletimes.com/opinion/navy-should-use-our-data-on-growler-noise-not-dismiss-it/
https://www.seattletimes.com/opinion/navy-should-use-our-data-on-growler-noise-not-dismiss-it/
https://gis.sanjuanco.com/aircraft-noise-reporting
https://www.quietskies.info/access-the-county-report-site
https://www.quietskies.info/
mailto:QuietSkiesSanJuan@gmail.com
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This chart provides some background to the history of noise reporting. 

Jet noise reporting began in 2014 when San Juan County implemented a website for reporting jet noise. Data collection began in 

2015. In the Fall, 2019, access was expanded to people outside of San Juan County enabling them to enter jet noise reports with 

the result that the number of noise reports is increasing, as has the number of aircraft at NASWI. This chart provides the totals of 

all noise reports in the database since 2015 through 2023. 
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Note the variation in noise experienced by days and by location. The Navy persists in using “annual noise averaging,” significantly underestimating the 

impact of jet noise.  There is no "average" noise felt by residents in this region. The noise is variable and unpredictable. 
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For example, submissions that report noise 11:00 am through 11:59am are clustered in the 11 o'clock hour.  Note the variation in noise 

experienced at different times of the day. The Navy persists in using “annual noise averaging,” significantly underestimating the impact of jet 

noise.  There is no "average" noise felt by residents in this region. The noise is variable and unpredictable. 
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   Referred to as a “density map”, this 

picture, using 15,176 noise reports 

submitted by users in 2022, offers a 

view of noise reports in the region.    

Impact hits San Juan, Island, Skagit, 

Clallam and Jefferson counties.   

Of particular note is the reach of 

Growler Jet noise to the Olympic 

Peninsula, particularly the Olympic 

National Park/Forks area. 

On the next page, parts of the map 

are enlarged for a view of San Juan 

County and Island County. These 

maps are reduced to fit the page. 

  A density map for 2023 will be 

produced within the near future. 
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Comments Submitted with November and December, 2023, Reports 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Out come the jets. In go the earplugs. Go to Hell, Navy terrorists! 

The scumbag Navy commanders are sending their terrorists over Mt. 

Vernon again. 

Davis Bay - Growlers Growlers Growlers. If I had to note every time they 

disrupted activities I would be on my computer all day long.. This is 

continuous and is destroying our time on the island.  

Disturbing Home school  

Shaw Island. Shattering noise and vibration, the sort that is felt before 

heard. This is grotesque, the quality of this noise is dreadful and 

inescapable. It is beyond comprehension that this is allowed.  

Trying to work from home can’t hear conference calls 

EAR SHATTERING ... Multiple aircraft circling out over Saratoga PA**age 

Disrupting birthday party 

Very low flying 737-type military jet disrupting my evening  

Three Growlers flew over on 11/8 at different times. All were low and loud. 

Here they come again. The attack is foreshadowed by five minutes of 

rumbling and disruptive noise and then when their engines are facing you, 

it's Hell on Earth. The Navy noise models are an intentional lie. The reality is 

pain. 

Can’t even eat dinner in peace 

Wow, that's an annoying and loud sound over Mt. Vernon right now. There 

are so many times the Navy makes me wish I was deaf. 

Disrupted activities. No peace and quiet any more. 

Another example of NASWI's in real-time morally decadent military 

authoritarian compromised consciousness with the pretext that they are 

saving us while destroying the environment of those who live here and their 

right to be protected from noise. 

Two growlers flying low over Port Susan, on the East side of 

Camano island.  Growlers coming from the SE and heading north 

over Beach Dr and Port Susan.  I have never heard the jets so loud, or to fly 

as low.  

Metallic tearing of the sky.  5pm disturbing the peace with sounds of war. 

Anacortes by the ferry terminal.  Thursday -recovering from surgery and 

need rest.  This is not conducive. 

Multiple Growlers conducting landing practice, creating very disruptive 

conditions. 

So disruptive and upsetting. I feel like I want to crawl out of my skin the 

noise is so relentless and loud. I’m trying to work and can not focus. 

Third time today. Each time disrupted activities. Ominous 

sound that ruins the experience of living in nature. 

NOTES:  

Some reports indicate decibel level. Lawnmowers, for example, 

generally produce 90 dB. How would you like to have that running 

inside your home? Noise over 70 dB for a prolonged period of time 

is harmful to your ears and can cause permanent hearing damage. 

Noise over 120 dB can cause immediate harm to your ears. 

Some of the people who submit a noise report also list their home 

address or phone number or e-mail.  In this report, those personal 

identifiers are deleted/modified, as are expletives. 

Some reports do not include comments. 
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Sick, was sleeping. Now wide awake.  Thanks 

Interrupted concentration on work. Multiple times today. 

Shaw Island. Growler noise is bad today, ongoing and sustained. The noise is 

horrible. 

Threatening roaring from the skies to the south.  The opposite of peaceful.  

Makes blood pressure elevate to hear- Anacortes.  This belongs in a military 

reservation.  Monday afternoon  

Multiple Growlers circling for practice landings. 

David Bay . This is unfair. For 2 and one half hours this has been going on. 

We can only add one incident at a time. Need a continous option,. Move the 

base!  

Disturbing home school clA** 

I work from and and need quiet space to concentrate. The airplane noise is 

a horrible distraction and breaks the peace. 

Do I sound annoyed? All afternoon long. And they want more jets!!!!  

Terrible thunder from the heavens to the south- sounds like end of the 

world.  Very very disquieting- heard evening Anacortes near the ferry- 

otherwise should be a peaceful evening.  Monday 

PTSD rockin !!!!! It feels like WAR !!! 

Groaning grinding creaking roaring sounds are shaking/vibrating my home 

and body.  Monday night Anacortes.  It is miserable. 

The practice at OLF is too frequent and too loud. Return to conditions as 

they were before Growlers. " 

Multiple Growlers circling, landing practice... sustained noise! 

The sky is roaring and thundering to the south.  It is hideous.  The navy 

continues daily abuse of western WA.  Anacortes 10-11 am so far.  This after 

they flew and disturbed the peace for hours last night.   

Flying over Mt. Vernon all day. 

 Can feel this deep thunder shuddering the floor of my home-  off and on in 

the day.  Tuesday, Anacortes.  It is Disturbing.  This is not healthy.  This 

raises cortisol levels chronically- which causes ongoing harm. 

More inconsiderate Navy jerks flying over Mt. Vernon. 

Jet flying over. Reporting this dozens of times a day is getting depressing. 

The Navy doesn't care how many people they torture or how often or how 

bad. They're serving their own interests. 

Toxic noise and toxic NASWI military authoritarian consciousness which 

impales everyone who is exposed to their toxic ways that are in the lowest 

levels of Asuras cosciousness. 

Continously loud rumbling disrupting our household and my dogs which are 

afraid of thunder and similar noises.  

South Lopez 

It is 5:30, and just dark on a Monday night- should be peaceful in Anacortes 

near the ferry, but it is the usual Navy destruction of peace and well being, 

as there is shaking deep thunder coming in waves from the south..  Can hear 

it. Can feel it. 

stfu 

Shaw Island. Horrible roaring, very loud, overwhelms all other sounds 

outdoors AND indoors. The noise from growlers is devastating, unnerving, 

unsettling. It causes a strong sense of unrest and unease.  

I hate the Navy. I hate how selfish they are. 



10 am on a beautiful, sunny, crisp fall day in Anacortes near Washington 

Park- peace is disturbed for the first time with deep threatening thunder 

emanating from Whidbey.  Creepy, unnerving sounds.  Sadly guess it’s good 

they waited to 10 am… awful 

Lopez airport 

If I saw a Navy base commander unconscious and face down in a puddle, I 

wouldn't even roll him over. Might take a leak in the puddle though.  

Multiple Growlers doing touch n go ... RIDICULOUS UNINTERRUPTED 

NOISE!! 

Shaw Island. Roaring from growlers, and roaring overhead as well. This is 

horrible, unsettling, destructive noise, completely disruptive to any outdoor 

experience. Even indoors, the noise is horrible.  

PA**ed low enough to rattle my windows, then turned over town so the 

noise kept up for a few minutes. 

Been wearing my earplugs for the last hour but it was starting to hurt so I 

took them out. Navy jets are still out there terrorizing Mt. Vernon. The Navy 

sucks. 

Second jet in 5 minutes, this one rattling my windows 

Low flying military aircraft parting the skies for future growler aircraft from 

Whidbey NAS. This happened last night and we had extremely loud growler 

aircraft flying over at 2300 and 0100. UNACCEPTABLE!!! 

Couple of disruptive noisy jets so far this morning. They weren't _over_ Mt. 

Vernon, but it doesn't really matter when you're talking about something as 

loud as an erupting volcano. 

Every time I remove my earplugs (which are starting to hurt), those Navy 

A**bags are still out there. If they're going to be flying this often and this 

loudly, they need to go somewhere else! People were living here before it 

got this loud. 

On any day is defeaning. Sunday is no exception. 

what are you doing up there? flying around in circles just to be extra 

defeaning? Noise pollution - sound from 70 decibels and higher cause 

deafness. You, US Army already know this. YOU KNOW.  

jesus christ this is old. 

J F-ing Christ. 

from 6 am this morning.so many it's a full time job reporting the hate 

planes. 

4 flying a******** in less than 6 minutes. floor shaking, dishes rattling, 

headache commenced. guess it’s time to get out the earplugs AGAIN or 

leave my home to poach wifi somewhere else so i can focus on research i 

need to do for work. 

OMFG SO F***ING LOUD. I HATE THESE A******** SO MUCH.  is this one of 

the days when groups of a******** circle overhead 200 feet off the ground 

for HOURS ON END playing with their war toys? 

When are these a******** going to get  a real job and stop playing with 

their war toys? So sick of having to structure my day around the bullS*** 

bullying and arrogance of these flying a********. They go play with their 

toys somewhere they aren’t hated 

and here’s yet another flying A**hole roaring overhead playing with their 

war toys. 

Navy terrorizing Mt. Vernon.  Loud enough I couldn't hear people in a 

meeting. 

"again, four F***ing a******** playing with their war toys go roaring 

overhead in the last eight minutes. 

F*** THE NAVAL AIRBASE. F*** THESE PLANES. F*** THESE PILOTS. F*** 

THE MILITARY." 



there goes another just now. floor vibrating they are so low and so close. 

F***, i hate these F***ing a******** so much. i now hate the entire 

military more than i thought possible. 

WHEN ARE THESE F***ING DOUCHEBAGS GOING TO STOP WITH THE 

DEAFENING NOISE MADE BY THEIR ENDLESS F***ING CIRCLES 200 FEET 

DIRECTLY ABOVE MY HOME??? I F***ING HATE THEM SO MUCH. I CAN’T 

WAIT UNTIL I CAN LEAVE HERE SOLELY DUE TO THE FLYING A********. 

Low flying growler aircraft  

I am TRYING to watch a kayaking tutorial on TV but must keep turning the 

volume up and down because these F***iung idiots keep circling right over 

my home. SO F***ING DISRUPTIVE. Obviously, there is no way I can even 

hear the TV when they are close. 

The floor vibrate and the dishes rattle in the cupboard, the mirror in the 

bathroom vibrates against the wall when these F***ING A******** go 

roaring overhead. HOW IN THE F*** IS THIS LEGAL OR DOES THE NAVY JUST 

NOT GIVE A F*** IF IT’S LEGAL OR NOT? 

"WHEN ARE THESE A******** GOING TO F*** OFF WITH THEIR DEAFENING 

NOISE? F***ING I HATE THEM SO F***ING MUCH. HOW MANY MORE 

HOURS WILL THIS BULLS*** LAST? 

F*** THE NAVY, F*** THESE PLANES, F*** THE PILOTS, F*** THE 

MILITARY!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!" 

"AGAIN WITH THE NON F***ING STOP CIRCLING BY THESE INCOMPETENT 

A********. LITERALLY EVERY 10 F***ING SECONDS ANOTHER A**HOLE 

GOES ROARING PAST. F*** THESE F***ING DUMBA**ES. 

THIS IS WHY SO MANY PEOPLE HATE THE MILITARY, ESPECIALLY THE 

WHIDBEY BASE." 

All of Lopez. Direct fly overs. And continuous waves of sound coming over 

the water 

you need a deafening category under noise level. 

"OMFG THIS HAS BEEN NON STOP FOR HOURSSSSSS. MY TINNITUS GETS 

MAJORLY KICKED OFF BY THESE F***ING A********. BETWEEN THE 

SCREECHING AND THE HEADACHE, I CANNOT F***ING COPE WITH THESE 

F***ING A******** AND THEIR ENDLESS CIRCLING. 

F*** THE NAVY!!!!!!!!!!" 

Horrific noise persistent from 3:30pm to after 8:00 pm. We have a horse 

boarding facility and these horses can’t cover their ears. Scared to death 

Enormously loud jet flying over Mt. Vernon.  I'd have an instant headache if 

I'd been outside. Went from silent to explosion of noise in a couple seconds. 

Jerk was probably flying close to the speed of sound. 

I can hear the Navy terrorists getting closer to Mt. Vernon. Expecting my 

windows to rattle in a couple seconds. 

Please do something more that document the Growler jet noise! End this 

flights forever! 

"Reinventing Progress, by Charles Eisenstein: 

“Life and Earth are sacred. All resources of the Earth are meant for sacred 

use. When we use them, we can ask whether this will contribute to more 

beauty, more love, more wonder, and more life."" And Hear?" 

Growlers making a hell of a lot of noise 

Go away 

multiple aircraft conducting landing practice. very disruptive.  

Growlers making so much noise 

The Navy are out proving they’re heartless cruel selfish scumbags tonight. 

Growlers tearing up the sky making life hell blow 

"Two flying a******** just went roaring overhead so low I could see their 

F***ing heads. And here comes another F***ing dumbA** flying their piece 



of S*** war toy DIRECTLY OVERHEAD. F*** I HATE THESE A******** 

SOOOO MUCH. 

F*** THE NAVAL AIRBASE." 

"And here’s another F***ing A**hole roaring past. Is it going to be 

ANOTHER day where my primary goal is to prevent the headache/ear 

ringing from these F***ing a******** playing with their war toys?  

And here comes the 2nd in 60 seconds. " 

"F*** I HATE THESE A********. WHY IN THE F*** DO THEY JUST CIRCLE 

AND CIRCLE 200 FEET ABOVE MY HOUSE? WHAT IN THE F*** IS THEIR 

F***ING PROBLEM? 

F*** THE NAVY, F*** THESE JETS, F*** THESE PILOTS" 

"Still more airplanes 200 feet off the ground directly overhead. 

F*** THE NAVY, F*** THESE PLANES, F*** THESE PILOTS" 

"There goes another F***ing A***** roaring past directly overhead. 

Headache and ears ringing now. Why do these F***ers think they are above 

the law? Arrogant bullies. 

F*** THE NAVY, F*** THESE JETS, F*** THESE PILOTS." 

"there go 2 morer F***ing a******** roaring directly overhead 200 feet off 

the ground. 

F*** THE NAVY, F*** THESE JETS, F*** THESE PILOTS" 

Being too loud and continuing to destroy the environment for the Navy at 

NAWI has been overcome my military authoritarian consciousness that 

permits the death and destruction of anything. They have no reverence for 

what is here. 

Twin newborns in the house Extremely loud 

Ear piercing my ears are ringing my blood pressure is high 

Noise blasts all afternoon and evening. Shaking the house 

Low flying growler aircraft disrupting my evening  

The house is shaking so hard from the growler sound blasts that it will cause 

structural damage 

Unbelievably loud flyover just now... lasted a long time - 2 full minutes. I'm 

inside with all the windows shut and it felt like it was piercing my ears and 

brain and painful.  

"So incredibly loud - can't even watch TV inside the house with all the 

windows closed - and this goes on for a full minute before it moves away.   

Everything shaking.  Horrible to treat people like this.   

Lots of loud aircraft from late afternoon until just now. Too much and too 

loud. Lived here 18 years and this in my first complaint. It’s too much for the 

islands.  

Inside the house and had to cover my ears. So sad 

STOP PLEAE!!!!! 

I am feeling extremely stressed and sick!! From this sound!_ 

"This is unacceptable!! 

You are stressing me out!  And devaluing my extremely overpriced property 

and taxes" 

F-ing STIP!!!!! 

The growlers ruining yet another day  

STOP! 

Loud over South Lopez 

"RIGHT overhead, less than 200’ off the ground. 3 of these a******** less 

than 4 seconds apart. F*** I HATE THEM SO F***ING MUCH. 



F*** THE MILITARY, F*** THE NAVY, F*** THESE JETS, F*** THESE PILOTS. 

"holy F***ing S***. words cannot express how much i hate these F***ing 

planes destroying the peace and quiet, the quality of life here. i get a 

headache and ringing ears every time they do these F***ing 200 feet 

pA**es over my house. 

F*** THE NAVY" 

People who think nothing of routing three shrieking war machines in less 

than three minutes on strafing runs over my bedroom deserve….. 

Forks Loud, low and outrageously disruptive! 

"87.6 db just now. 

""85 – 100 decibels: For example, a hair dryer, blender, power lawn mower, 

forklift, or subway train"" 

It was a nice long weekend without the Navy terrorizing the Mt. Vernon 

neighborhoods. Could go outside without the panic and fear of ear splitting 

noise at any second. It should be like that all the time. They just flew over. 

Growlers making noise what they do best 

Growler's really making a lot of noise tonight 

Another episode of NASWI's Authoritarian Consciousness of Death and 

Destruction where they will destroy whatever suits their narcissistic caring 

desires in the name of training pilots. The Mosaic principle that should have 

been relinquished years ago 

Density Altitude: -1100’ 

Damn the growlers are loud.  Way too loud for residential area. 

The noise of pattern 14 over a populated area is torture to all residents. We 

do not want you here, ruining this beautiful part of the country.  

When they really want to ruin people’s day they do their little touch-and-

gos in a southerly direction, full afterburners mere feet above Admiral’s 

Cove. This is one of those days, very pleasant.  

HOUSE SHAKING !!  Growlers circling out over Saratoga PA**age, nearly 

over-heading Camano Island. 

Growlers making a lot of noise 

I am so sick I can’t stand this anymore. It’s really affecting my health and to 

think I am military doesn’t even care about the old people and the children 

and the babies that this is affecting. 

This growler noise is just too much for this residential neighborhood  

Growlers flying overhead and making life hell  

Enormously noisy Navy jet flying over Mt. Vernon right now. I'm indoors 

and I can feel the pressure on my eardrums and chest. 

Density altitude: -800’ 

Repeatedly shaking the house, not to mention so loud can't hear inside. 

Density Altitude: -1000’ 

"Perfect!  

Just home from work! Super stoked on this bullS***!!!!!!" 

"This S*** has to go!!! 

It’s so expensive to live here! 

Your trashing my hood!!" 

Growler starting another night of ear shattering noise  

Location device not working. Port Townsend growlers doing touch and goes 

at NASWI destroying the quality of life here! F*** the navy 



"AND THERE’S ANOTHER FLYING A**HOLE PLAYING WITH HIS WAR TOYS. 

THIS A**HOLE IS THE LOWEST, CLOSEST AND LOUDEST OF THE DAY. 

F*** THE NAVAL AIRBASE. F***ING A********." 

WHY IN THE F*** ARE THESE S*** FOR BRAINS DUMBA**ES CIRCLING 200 

FEET  OVERHEAD OVER AND OVER AND OVER FOR THE LAST 20 MINUTES? 

ARE THEY SO F***ING DUMB THEYT FORGOT THEIR WAY HOME OR HOW 

TO LAND? OR ARE THEY JUST BEING AS OBNOXIOUS AS POSSIBLE? 

HOLY F***ING S***, F*** THESE NAVAL A********. F***ING STOP 

ALREADY. MY EARS HAVE BEEN RINGING ALLLLL F***ING DAYYYYYYY. I 

HATEEEEE THEM. 

F*** I HATE THESE F***ING A******** SO F***ING MUCH. WHAT IN THE 

F*** IS WRONG WITH THEM? ARE THEY TRYING TO BE SUCH F***ING 

A******** OR DOES IT JUST COME NATURALLY TO THEM? WHEN ARE THEY 

GOING TO F***ING STOP????? 

 

Time to call it a day. You have been flying these excessive noise makers all 

day and now well into the night. Please give us a break. The dogs have been 

frightened all day. 

F***ING STOP!!!!! 

Growlers making so much noise  

FCLPs all afternoon and evening. Last flyover felt like they were going to 

take the roof off the house. 

"You need to seriously! STOP! 

My mental health is at risk! 

Contacting governor" 

We have suffered HOURS of uninterrupted LOW overflights, beginning early 

today, continuing to this very minute!  It is just about 4:00PM as I report 

this. Planes pA** directly over homes on the west side of Camano, 

INTENTIONALLY as loud as they can! 

Starting this extreme noise again today right before dinner time. Great 

conversation starter, if you could hear what others are saying. 

Growlers making another day of hell for those living here 

Growlers flying low over my house.  This is too much for residential area  

Way too loud growler flyby  

FCLPs at OLF all afternoon and continuing tonight. Can't even hear ourselves 

think. 

Another dinner hour ruined by Navy. 

Come on we need a break from the growlers  

the growlers have been flying low over our house for hours.  This is 

ridiculous!  And an A**ault on our privacy and right to peace in our homes.  

It's seems like they're on top of our house.   

"stop!!!!!!!!! 

Absolutely unacceptable!! 

"Would you like to pay my taxes on my property???? 

This is unacceptable!!!! You are trashing my sense of silence and payed for 

peace!!!!! 

STOP!!!!" 

"This is Bull S***!! 

I’m just home from work.. and resting in my 1 million dollar house!! WTF! 

Worked all day.. and I have to listen to this… war.. F***ed S***!" 



Ongoing FCLPs at OLF. Extremely loud tonight. No TV. No conversation. Too 

disruptive to even read.  

"Seriously!! 

People here are paying serious money for property! 

You are devaluing our investments! And our wild life and sea life! 

Move along war mongers!!!!!!!! " 

Why are the growlers flying over camano.  The damned thing are too loud  

"Ñew set of FCLPs starting at OLF. 

Enough is enough." 

Too many daily cycles and too damn loud and interrupted my Zoom study 

group meeting on spirituality which is an abridgement of my 1st 

Amendment rights! 

The Navy's out terrorizing the Mt. Vernon neighborhood again. Just flew 

over with some painfully loud jets. 

Enormously loud and long lasting noise as the Navy terrorizes Mt. Vernon 

with yet another too-fast and too-low flyover. 

please change extremely loud, which is ambiguous, to deafening. 

92 dB on dB Pro app.  A slap in the face to Sound Defense Alliance for their 

storytellind sessions, and meant to be. The pride of USN Command…. 

Another peaceful evening ruined by the growlers flying overhead 

92.8 dB on dB Pro app. A**aulting the U. S. Citizens. Order of USN 

Command. 

93.5 dB per dB Pro app.  Must have found my location.                    

So loud. Sounds like a rocket taking off. Way too much for this area to have 

to endure. 

"the flying a******** are still at it, directly over my home 200’ up.  

F*** THE MILITARY, F*** THE NAVY, F*** THESE JETS, F*** THESE A**HOLE 

PILOTS" 

Start of FCLPs at OLF 

Disrupting a mid-morning weekday with growlers flying directly over 

residential neighborhoods is business as usual on Whidbey Island lately and 

your politicians are fine with this. Remember that when you vote.  

Four of those impossibly loud Navy jets just flew over my house in tight 

formation. Do your noise models account for that or are you just going to 

"average" that away too? FOUR!!! 

2 growlers flying roughly east to west. Deafening.  

Disturbing work conference calls 

Density altitude: -1200’ 

in particular, F*** THAT JET AND F*** THAT PILOT WHO JUST FLEW 

OVERHEAD 200 FEET OFF THE GROUND 

"8 of the flying a******** with 5 minutes, of course all of them are flyingn 

insanely low. 

F*** THE MILITARY, F*** THE NAVY, F*** THESE JETS, F*** THESE PILOTS" 

"WHY IN THE F*** DO THESE A******** CHOOSE TO FLY SO F***ING LOW 

RIGHT OVER WHERE  ACTUAL PEOPLE ARE TRYING TO LIVE THEIR LIVES? 6 

JETS LESS THAN 5 MIN. 

I CAN’T WAIT TO LEAVE THIS HELL HOLE. I LOVE IT HERE BUT THESE F***ING 

A******** MAKE IT UNLIVABLE.  

F*** THE NAVY, F*** THESE JETS, F*** THESE PILOTS" 

Disturbing Boy Scout group 



NASWI's military authoritarian consciousness with their toxic noise and 

particulate toxins  is about the death and destruction of this environment. 

and every living thing living here. 

Nothing like coming home after work to an hours long roar of these jets. 

Give PT a break and move to the desert. 

Flying over on the vibration so bad that we have a leak in our house. Navy 

won’t call back. 

Another afternoon and evening of fclps at OLF. The constant drone of 

Growlers overhead is nerve racking. 

Low flying straight out of our home, extremely loud and vibration 

My dog is having seizures has been as long as the growlers are flying is 

killing my poor little puppy. We’ve taken it to the animal Hospital. 

Sylvan Learning center !!! 

Flying OLF but heard  in downtown Oak Harbor ! 

two of these F***ing a******** just went roaring overhead about 200 feet 

off the ground. i hate these a******** so much. i cannot wait to move away 

from here,  mostly because of the F***ing idiots at the naval air base.oh 

here’s a 3rd 15 sec later  

4 jets flying in formation low over Cape St Mary area of Lopez Island, WA, 

heading eastward. 

what the F*** is wrong with these F***ing a********? SO F***ING SICK OF 

THEM RANDOMLY FLYING SO F***ING LOW RIGHT OVER MY HOME. I 

F***ING HATE THEM SOOOOOO F***INGGGGG MUCH. F*** THE NAVAL AIR 

BASE. 

"I’ve had it!!! 

My property if of no value now!! 

This is constant lately!!!" 

Growlers flying and deafening everyone below  

HOLY F***ING S***. I EVEN HAVE ON MY BRAND NEW $200 NOISE 

CANCELLING HEADPHONES BOUGHT JUST FOR THESE F***ING JETS AND 

THEY ARE STILL LOUDER THAN F***. I HATE THEM SO MUCH. 

MY NEW EXPENSIVE HEADPHONES ARE NO MATCH FOR THESE F***ING 

JETS WHEN SO MANY OF THEM KEEP FLYING SO F***ING LOW. NOT TO 

MENTION THE F***ING VIBRATION THAT THEY CAUSE FROM BEING SO 

F***ING LOW WHEN THEY FLY DIRECTLY OVER WHERE PEOPLE F***ING LIVE 

Density Altitude: -1800’ 

"I HAVE NOISE CANCELLING OVER EAR HEADPHONES TURNED UP ALMOST 

TO MAX VOLUME PLUS A BIG DEHUMIDIFIER 2 FEET AWAY RUNNING ON 

HIGH AND THE NOISE AND VIBRATION FROM THESE F***ING A**HOLE JETS 

IS STILL OVERWHELMINGLY LOUD. 

F*** THESE JETS, F*** THE NAVY " 

Low flying growler aircraft disrupting my life  

Very loud flights overhead pretty sure they are Growlers, but it’s dark, 

please stop flyovers over population you aren’t trying to kill 

Lopez. All morning 

Density altitude: -900’ 

The noise is too loud interrupting DDA (Developmental Disabilities) math 

instruction for my daughter. The DDA instructor voices stress induction 

within her from the the repeated Jet cycles.   

I am TRYING to read complex journal articles ON geopolitics to prepare a 

lecture series. BUT THESE MOTHERF***ING A**HOLE JETS KEEP ROARING 

OVERHEAD. THERE IS **NOTHING** I CAN DO TO STIFLE THE NOISE AND 

VIBRATION BECAUSE THEY FLY SO F***ING LOW       

FCLPs at OLF once again. 



Density altitude: -700’ 

Just more Navy terrorism over Mt. Vernon. Either that or the sky turned 

into highly volatile gas and exploded. It's hard to tell the difference. At least 

if the sky was exploding, it would eventually end. 

F*** the navy. 

More of the same, too loud Growler jet flights. Beneath the vernier of 

protecting us is NASWI's military authoritarian consciousness that is about 

death and destruction of Nature, citizens and the wonderfully beautiful area 

near OLF Coupeville.  

Flying a stone's throw above my house all night and now all day.  I took the 

week off of work to rest and have had to leave my house repeatedly to get 

away from the them.  I am having anxiety/panic.  It is louder than the word 

'noise' covers.  

"2 jets just roared past 200 ft overhead.  

WHY IN THE F*** ARE THESE A******** FLYING INVERTED???  

MAYBE THEY SHOULDN’T BE HOTDOGGING AND SHOULD STICK TO 

PRACTICING THEIR LANDINGS/TAKEOFFS SINCE THAT IS THE CLAIMED 

REASON THEY EVEN NEED TO BE FLYING." 

Growler noise has been uninterrupted from early this morning through the 

present!  Circling, circling with multiple aircraft resulting in CONSTANT peek 

noise levels. 

Continuing FCLP at OLF. Miserable inside the house. 

I meant, of course, PEAK NOISE LEVELS ALL DAY LONG!!! Not "peek"...  

I don’t like the smell of napalm in the morning. 

Cool your jets! 

Growler right over the house disturbing my barbecue 

Another growler flyby making life hell here 

Growlers appear to be conducting landing practice but are swings well out 

over Saratoga PA**age, greatly increasing noise levels. 

It was such a nice day till the growlers showed up ruined it 

Density altitude: -1100’ 

Ahh, there's that Navy noise coming back to Mt. Vernon. After a blissful five 

day vacation, I almost forgot how horrible these terrorists are. Two full 

minutes of what sounded like 100 trains running through my house. 

Extremely loud, even more than normal. Which shouldn't be normal at all. 

Relentless noise makes it hard to focus and distrusts the peace. 

2nd round of insanely loud mid-day flights today. No concern for working 

people.  

Outside hanging Christmas lights when Growlers start next session of flight 

carrier landing practice at OLF. Noise so loud it hurts. We are unable to do 

even the most normal simple things around our home when Growlers start. 

And extremely horrible!!!!! 

"STOP!!!  

This is F***ed!!! 

"I am contacting govener! 

My taxes are super high!! 

One million for this house!! And this noise! Hell no!" 

You really need to stop!  

"This is unacceptable!!  

The noise level is unbearable!!!! 



What the hell is wrong with you people!!!!! 

There are children and animals trying to sleep!! WTF!" 

"It’s horrible ! 

Children and animals are eating dinner   

And they have to listen to war above them????? 

Go away!!!!!" 

"3 acft in the pattern, one minute spacing 

Density alt -1100’" 

Low flying growler aircraft disrupting my afternoon  

Curse you Red Baron! 

"Density altitude: -1300’ 

Got off work early, what a waste of PTO.  My home is uninhabitabble. Hour 

after hour of unbearable, anxiety producing, terrifying noise.  I am waiting 

for a jet to fly into my house.  They are so low I could throw a rock and hit 

one from my yard. 

holy motherF***ing S***. i HATEEEE these F***ing a******** in the 

F***ing war toys flying RIGHT F***ING OVER MY HOME ALL 

MOTHERF***ING DAY. THANKS TO THESE A******** I NOW HATE THE 

F***ING NAVY, I HATE THESE JETS, I HATE THESE PILOTS. F*** THE MILITARY 

"AND HERE THEY ARE AGAIN. RIGHT F***ING OVERHEAD. 

F*** THEM. F*** THEM F*** THEM. F*** THE NAVY. F*** THE MILITARY." 

"AND HERE THEY ARE A F***ING GAIN. WHAT GIANT GAPING A******** 

THESE F***ING IDIOTS ARE.  

F*** THE MILITARY. F*** THEM ALL." 

Loud and long Growler noise all afternoon. Recuperating from surgery, but 

sleep is impossible when the Growlers fly. Does the Navy put its clinics and 

hospitals next to Growler landing fields? 

House-shaking low overflight 

Scumbag Navy jet just flew over Mt. Vernon again. Intolerably loud. Any 

organization that cared about people or was subject to laws would have 

gotten in trouble for how low and loud it was. 

South Lopez 

Multiple low flying growler aircraft disrupting my afternoon  

Get your damn Growler Jets out of Lopez Island Airspace!! We are NOT 

YOUR "PROVING GROUND"!! WE NEVER AGREED TO BE PART OF YOUR 

WARGAMES PRACTICE!; You are damaging my hearing!! Every time you fly 

overhead you leave my ears ringing! Leave Lopez ALONE 

Low flying growler aircraft disrupting our dinner  

Density altitude: -1500’ 

Low and loud South Lopez 

Two growlers over center of Lopez Island. 

Lopez. Long blasts from take offs. Echoing over the water and shaking the 

houses 

When will these a******** be done playing with their toys? I’m TRYING to 

use the internet. Since the a******** use their jammers the wifi craps out 2 

min before and 2 min after they go by, which has been every 10 minuets. Do 

the math, means no wifi. 

The jet flew over so low that it completely drowned out the turboprop I was 

standing 10 feet away from. 

ARGH! PLEASE STOP. PLEASE! Nothing that loud should be in populated 

areas. You don't have to do that here. 



Navy terrorists doing multiple extremely loud flyovers of Mt. Vernon. It's 

night time. Time to eat dinner, relax and shut down. It's not time to make it 

sounds like we're in WW3. These jets shouldn't be in populated areas. 

"This training period has been going on too long. Relief would be good.  

Sounds like a trucker convey driving around town. It's incredible and horrific 

how far away these jets can be and still have negative impact. 

Time may be off by a minute or two. 

They started flying like 30 min ago. I’m not sure what happened but as soon 

as they started flying it was an immediate reaction of feeling dizzy. It has 

not stopped. I should not have to feel this in my own home.  

Trying to work from home. Hard to focus with all the noise 

They have been flying all day. My body feels drained. How are kids and 

adults expected to get rest for school and work. 

Al l  quiet on the Easter Front after a horrific A**ault by USN Growlers upon 

Puget Sound U.S. citizens (children, seniors, night shift workers). A clA** 

action suit is in order; .the WA AG tried, but USN Command pulled the 

“National Security” card. 

Forks Annoying 

Again with the noise! Are they doing touch and goes? 

why can't they put silencers on those Growlers? 

"It's really tiring to listen to these rumblings hour after hour 

Navy terrorists have been attacking Mt. Vernon all morning. Expect it to last 

all day. Wish I could plan around it, but one of the features of terrorists is 

they don't publish schedules that would let you work around their attacks. 

"this has been going on for a couple hours now, not involving as much 

vibration as in the past, it is rather like a large garbage bin on wheels being 

rolled past.  but it's not. 

This has been going on for HOURS! 

Loud flights. Kids trying to focus in school 

Stop flying over our precious island 

Not the Sound of freedom i’m getting sick, can’t eat my tummy too upset 

       high blood pressure every time they fly over my home  

Forks area - out on the 9000 logging road with a hunting buddy, high on a 

ridge scoping for elk and deer , twice Growlers blasted nature’s quiet with 

their afterburners…can’t escape them even out in nature! 

Constant rumble  

intermittently today there were some serious rumbling events, completely 

distracting. And why a propeller plane going straight over the middle of Port 

townsend earlier?Always distracting, interrupting what I’m working on.  

Woke me up when I needed sleep  

Davis Bay. Arrived to see a pair flying by. Over long island 

Had head phones on and still they disrupt  

Jets are lost than the helicopter!  

Vibration has sprung a leak in my house flooded the whole main level. Navy 

won’t call back. 

Like I can move? Same place same *$#@ noise.  

Keep calling the Navy reporting that I’ve had a leak in my house from the 

vibration flooded our home They won’t call back they said I’d have to call 

the hotline which no one ever answers and never calls back.  

It has been disturbing us indoors for more than an hour. 

Very distracting and disruptive to us. 

Noise for several hours today.  



NON STOP ALL AFTERNOON THEY HAVE NO RIGHT TO DESTROY 1000's OF 

PEOPLE'S LIVES. ENOUGH  

Growler activity at Whidbey NAS disrupting our evening  

Loud and rumbling all evening 

Growler activity at Whidbey NAS disrupting my morning  

Davis Bay has been invaded with GROWLER sound - Its quieter in Seattle by 

the AIRPORT!  

Davis Bay. Can't get a moment of rest. All day. Pumping out emissions. 

Disturbing the peace.  

Some insane low rumbling sounds from out by the base right now. It’s an 

enormous amount of noise energy that keeps rumbling and the goes silent. 

Probably testing the jet engines. Jerks 

Engine run up rumbling the house South Lopez 

3 jets in flight. Can not hear anyone and stopped people from work king in 

library 

Navy's out there terrorizing Mt. Vernon. Not painfully loud (yet), but just 

knowing they're up there is a warning to stay indoors if you care about your 

hearing. 

The US Navy continues to wage its ceaseless and unwanted war on Mt. 

Vernon. Won't someone rid me of this meddlesome military? 

Yet another pA** within a few minutes 

"Have been going all week and into the night. Chandeliers shaking and 

rattling. 

Started at 8:00am this morning." 

Lopez airport 

 

Low flying growler aircraft disrupting my day 

Navy out terrorizing Mt. Vernon this morning. Looking forward to another 

day with ear plugs and headaches. 

Sunday morning and recovering from surgery. I feel anxious because you 

never know how many are going to fly or for how long ! Leaves you in a 

state of high alert . Which I doubt is conducive to healing ! 

You Navy A** maggots. We only get two days a week without being 

terrorized for your glorious entertainment. What are you doing flying 

around out there on a Sunday afternoon?  

Dreadful roaring from growlers. This is horrible sound that penetrates all 

other sounds, inside and outside. This isn't healthy for anyone, including 

marine animals. Shame on those who bend noise regulations to allow this 

LOUD JET NOISE DISRUPTED MUSIC LISTENING  

Worst it’s been in a while. Loud and making it hard for me to write.  Will 

have to give up for now and turn on music to try to block out the sounds of 

the Growlers. 

One jet flew over this am and another at. 6:29 PM tonight. Both were low 

and loud. 

Tuesday evening- peace interrupted by creepy awful deep thunder from the 

south- from Ault Field and navy aircraft abusing the landscape and its 

people, who want peace for sleep.  Go where people do not live.   

7 pm going on for some time now- the south side of my Anacortes house is 

shuddering with low deep thunder of navy planes.  It’s disturbing, it’s 

creepy, unnerving and awful even if not “loud.”  Such a huge swath of land 

is affected.  It’s abuse 

"The jets have been flying non stop all night. I can not relax after a long fay 

at work. The intense noise and rumble is very disturbing.  



I am wearing hearing protection INSIDE my home. " 

Interrupted VOIP call 

Do you inconsiderate pricks ever take a break? All day long you're torturing 

our neighborhoods. Get the hell out of here. 

Disturbing dinner party 

Navy jet flying over (or just near?) Mt. Vernon. Too loud for populated 

areas. Go away. 

Ruinous, deep, rumbling, shaking -low thunder. From the South.  Low 

frequency can feel through the floor in my feet- awful- 10 minutes just after 

dark on a Saturday.  Anacortes near the ferry terminal.  Deeply disquieting. 

Yup, my body was vibrating again. Thanks a lot! 

"Throughout this morning and now into the afternoon, ongoing roaring 

roaring roaring. Terrible, dreadful noise, causes such unease and stress. 

HORRIBLE noise and sensation afrecting all living creatures. 

Multiple low level flights of a 737-type military plane over my home 

disrupting my life 

Shaw Island. All day and now into the evening, roaring from growlers. 

Deeply unsettling and disruptive, the noise from growlers drowns out all 

other sounds, inside and outside. 

woke me up  

Disrupted business meeting 

A second jet flew over at 2:59 pm. About the same amount of noise. 

SO much for a peaceful weekend.  

The jets are frigging annoying! Have to stop everytime they fly - Commercial 

airports with 43 million pA**engers aren't this loud.  

When jet rumbling from Whidbey hits our home-a deep rumble with 

vibration-I am driven to get up & look out the window to see if a truck is 

coming up our driveway, or to see if the washing machine is bonkers.Then, 

AGAIN, I realize it is the jet noise. 

Jet noise is invasive and has been going on all day. For every complaint 

please multiply it ruined ten as I can't stop to report every five minutes. 

They need to go train somewhere else!!!!  

Gotta use up the fuel budget.? 

Very loud rumbling all day.  

Very loud 

Shaw Island. Intermittent roaring since morning. Horrible, dreadful, 

disturbing and overwhelming noise. 

Low flying growler aircraft disrupting my morning  

KEEP YOUR DAMN JETS OUT OF LOPEZ AIRSPACE!! We never agreed to be 

part of War Games!! Your excessive noise is destroying our hearing and our 

health!! Stop treating us like dirt...as if we don't count!! You would NEVER 

do that to Seattle!! 

Too loud for a pastoral country setting! 

Source of the roar and rumble is in the direction of Oak Harbor. 

Low flying growler aircraft  

Growlers disrupting our evening  

So loud we could not carry out a transaction at a local business. 

They're been flying over all day and they're getting lower  

Low flying and fast.  Stay away from Orcas! 

Low flying military aircraft disrupting my afternoon  



It was a wonderful Christmas vacation with some much needed peace, but 

now the Navy is back to terrorizing Mt. Vernon. I think that was the 4th 

unnecessarily loud and low flyover in the last hour. Maybe the Navy could 

ask Santa for a new base. 

Loud Growlers circling the San Juan National Monument. 

Deep shuddering thunder , mostly to the south- shaking my home with low 

sounds so far few hours over mid-day so far- Thursday.  Just back from Oak 

Harbor and numerous growlers are circling near ground- practice over our 

heads.  Unhealthy- Anacortes 

Deep, creepy, threatening sounds of growlers in Oak Harbor- heard in 

Anacortes near Washington Park.  Not a relaxing place that park.  The 

sounds are like avalanche or earthquake- shaking at low frequency.  Very 

disturbing- and for hours so far today 

Navy out terrorizing Mt. Vernon.  Should also note they were making noise 

at 2am and 6am too. No conscience at all with these jerks. 

10 am in Anacortes on a Friday- and there is a sudden deep scraping 

rumbling explosion sound-  shakes my home and body so low frequency- 

the “blast” lasts for about 40 seconds at least.  Maybe first of many- so 

disturbing and disquieting  

"This jet has been running afterburner-loud for almost six minutes now.  

Yuck! 

Hiding in the low overhead clouds, growlers flying disrupting my morning  

"Planes flying over a number of times 

Very loud and disturbing" 

The Navy jets have been "screaming" the last couple days over Mt. Vernon. 

Still getting the familiar "roaring" and rumbling and shaking of windows, 

but they've added a high pitched scream to the mix. Needless to say, they 

need to take this elsewhere. 

P-8, reg #169349,  at 15,525 ft. 

Good thing there is no shortage of fuel 

Navy's being mA**ive inconsiderate A**bags this morning over Mt. Vernon 

area. Constant loud flights. 

"The F***ing A**hole that just roared overhead was so F***ing loud that it 

rattled the windows and scared  my dog, who is old and can barely hear. 

F*** THE MILITARY, F*** THE NAVY, F*** THESE JETS, F*** THESE PILOTS." 

Low flying growler aircraft disrupting my morning with very loud noise 

Low flying growler aircraft disrupting my day 

Very loud inside house 

The Navy jets are dwarfing the sound of the current wind storm. There is no 

other noise in this county that can compare to the Navy growlers. Get them 

out of here! 

Incredibly loud Navy jet just flew over my home in Mt. Vernon. It's very 

windy out there right now. I hope they have lots of trouble landing. 

Low flying growler aircraft disrupting our morning  

Five or six extremely loud flyovers so far today, and a near constant stream 

of less-loud-but-still-disruptive ones. This increase in number of flights and 

noise-per-flight should never have been approved (wait, it wasn't! The Navy 

lied) 

Wow, that was loud. Any responsible and ethical organization would feel it 

was inappropriate to do that over populated areas. Not the Navy, though. 

They'll selfishly do whatever they want. 

Eat a cliff-side, you inconsiderate jackA**es! 

Very loud growler aircraft flying low over my house and disturbing my 

dinner  



Extremely loud growlers, likely with their gear down flying very low over 

our house.  

there needs to be a deafening options under loudness. this is ridiculous. all 

day today running these hate planes. not enough hands to tell the navy who 

knows its doing something wrong that it is doing something wrong.  

move the planes somewhere else. 

Awful echoing sinister thunder.feel it in the bones, pm Anacortes near the 

ferry.  Constant dread, elevated cortisol= health risks ongoing.  Abuse from 

the navy is routine and ongoing. 

move the planes out of here. go away. 

F***, I HATE THEM SO MUCH. SO SICK OF THIS S***. JUST F***ING STOP 

BEING SUCH F***ING A********." 

"AND THERE GO THREE MORE IN 45 SECONDS. AND HERE’S ANOTHER. 

SHAKING THE DISHES, RATTLING THE MIRROR, VIBRATING THE FLOOR. 

HEADACHE, TINNITUS, NERVES SHOT. 

F*** I HATE THEM. A********SSSSS." 

"AND HERE’S 2 MORE IN 30 SECONDS. 

WHY DOES THE NAVY THINK THEY CAN BREAK THE LAW WITH IMPUNITY? 

WHO HOLDS THESE F***ING A******** ACCOUNTABLE? 

F*** THE NAVY 

"3 MORE F***ING A******** INB 30 SECONDS. ONE AFTER ANOTHER. 

F*** THEM. I HATE THEM SO MUCH. 

Very low flying growler aircraft  

Multiple low flying growler aircraft disrupting my evening  

Watmough Bay Area of SE Lopez Island, WA. Flying in pairs. Also loud fly-

over about 20 minutes prior. Again, same pattern, at 2:38 and 2:49. 

Lopez.  House shaking blasts of noise 

Low flying growler aircraft disrupting my morning  

Multiple low flying growler aircraft over my house likely with gear down 

based on how slow and loud they travel 

Sets off house alarms every time. f-ing ridiculous that we have to do this. go 

away. move to another base that is a real base. this one has been closed 

forever yet the government still uses it. 

deafening 

YIKES THAT WAS LOW  LOUD AND OBNOXIOUS! 

"Ear splitting 

The jets have been circling all day this is my first free moment to report. 

Here comes another jet right behind the other. My ear drums hurt and I feel 

anxious.  

OMG that one shook the house" 

making my new windows rattle. so help me god if they break when you 

guys are pA**ing over, someone's going down and I'm getting new windows 

shipped and installed! 

A couple of flyovers were too loud and disrupted dinner. It is revolting 

NASWI's lack of caring for all of us living here. The military authoritarian 

consciousness is destructive.  

Wtf growlers right over the house  

Low, slow, traveling east to west.  Sounded like it was burning fuel 

Like a freight train heading for your house. Anxiety peaked ! 



Phone conversation stops 

I live in Winthrop, WA and was out walking on Studhorse mountain road. I 

was unsettled by a jet flying low over the valley. It was so loud that I had to 

stop and plug my ears.  

it's the weekend. for all of us' sake. 

Shrieking waxing waning thunder and metallic screams- Navy “growlers” 

ripping up the sky in Anacortes on an early Saturday evening.  It was so 

peaceful in the rain until now.  Horrid 

Two growlers right over the house way too loud 

EXTREMELY loud jet (jets?) flying over Mt. Vernon right now. My head is 

already hurting and they're still screaming past. 

Two more growlers right over the house very very loud 

Growlers flying low and loud 

     

Growlers making life hell below  

 

Navy's out there terrorizing the whole county again with their machismo 

engines. Just endured an extremely loud flyover near Mt. Vernon. 

Whole bunch of Navy terrorism this morning. There are too many jets flying 

too low and too loudly for this region. Move them out. This expansion never 

should have been approved (and wouldn't have if the Navy had been 

honest) 

9:05am. 12/13  Huge rumbling roar from Whidbey.  Door closed, TV on.  I 

heard it and I felt it.  Disturbing and distracting. 

Dec 13. South Lopez. 9:50am  Tremendous rumbling vibration felt through 

the house.  Felt and sounded like the earthquake I experienced in California 

a few years ago. PTSD. Thanks a lot NASWI. 

Mud Bay. Lopez.  Rumbling and Vibrating Jet Roar from Whidbey.  It has 

been a noisy day. 2:43pm Dec 14 

10 am, trying to do work via video calls inside.  The whole house is shaking 

and the noise is so loud I had to excuse myself from the online meeting - 

and rejoin when quiet.   Too loud, too much, too disruptive - please find a 

better way. 

Another round of Navy terrorism about half an hour ago. Wish I'd had my 

earplugs with me. 

deafening. My pots and pans are vibrating as are my windows. Why is this 

ok? Why is this appropriate behavior? To kill or mame, why is this the 

question? 

all day long. who has the time? 

Vibrating house and excruciatingly loudover head 

Extremely loud series of continuous jets overhead. My cats are hiding and 

terrified of the vibrations and repeated roars. This can't be legal. Horrible 

impact on us and the environment. I can't even imagine what it is doing to 

our underwater friends. 

Multiple low flying growler aircraft with gear down disrupting my afternoon  

"Have to stop talking to a group because I can’t be heard. Have to wait for 

two jets flying in formation pA**ed. 

Don’t fly over Decatur Island. 

Now commercial jets out of mainland airports are crossing  our skies" 

2 growlers in formation low of Lopez  



all day -  had to stop what I was doing - end any conversation I was having, 

the rumble and noise was too much to think/talk/listen.   How long will this  

persist  into evening?  Will you wake me up from my sleep too?   It's like a 

bad movie.   

Dec 13.  With friends at their home overlooking Mud Bay. Lopez.  SEVERAL 

really loud roaring noises from NASWI.  Very loud. 

12/13.  11:32am.  Navy jet roaring over us.  South Lopez. 

South Lopez.  Really disturbed by loud jet vibrating roaring noise from 

Whidbey.  The air is FULL of the noise.  What's going on?  Do you have all 

the jets fired up?  Very annoying on a peaceful morning. 

South Lopez.  Jet roaring continues.  All morning we have been pestered by 

LOUD LOUD LOUD LOUD jet noise, noise that is so loud it travels 15 miles to 

hit us. 

Just another report of the Navy terrorizing Mt Vernon with extremely loud, 

unnecessarily frequent, and inappropriately low flights.  I hope the base 

commanders get cancer for Christmas. 

South end Lopez.  Dec 13.  There is hideous jet noise outside and inside our 

home.  The jet noise is loud and persistent. Sounds like a war is going on. 

Lopez Village. dec 13.  The skies are full of jet noise. Sounds like the noise is 

coming from the south. Waves and waves of roaring noise. Very 

bothersome to be outside. 

will any of these deafening reports make the navy quit flying planes here? 

Friends' dinner on south end of Lopez.  Loud jet flying overhead.  It had that 

deep throbbing roar of the growler.  Stopped conversation.   

Dec 14. South Lopez. Thundering roar from NASWI. 

Loud Navy jet over south Lopez. 10:44am.  Too loud! 

 

Another loud Navy jet over south end of Lopez. 11:28am. 

Low flying growler aircraft disrupting my morning  

Loud Navy jet over South Lopez AGAIN.  Why are these loud jets flying over 

Lopez?  12:21pm 

ANOTHER LOUD Navy jet over South Lopez today.  WHY are you flying over 

Lopez? 

US Navy continuing to fail to care about the people they're torturing in five 

counties (and two countries). Excessively loud jets just flew over Mt. 

Vernon. Getting ready for another full day of earplugs. 

Screaming Navy jet AGAIN over S.Lopez. Noisy day. Very distracting ... we 

live in a quiet place (one would think) but get these blasts of noise that get 

me off task, look around, wonder if it is a car coming up the driveway, or 

something else wrong. 

Roaring low over south Lopez 

Flying low. String smell of jet fuel in the air 

Third blast over South Lopez today 

Roar of Navy jet overhead. South Lopez 3:59pm 

Low flying growler aircraft disrupting our evening  

Lopez. All week all day  earth shaking roaring  

S. Lopez.  It exceeds the bounds of acceptability when the washing machine 

and dishwasher and TV are going, and the noise and rumbling of Whidbey 

jets exceeds all that household noise.  The floor vibrates, the jet roar fills 

the house.9:58am. 

This has been a really bad week with the Navy. Those inconsiderate jerks 

have been flying nearly constantly. It sounds like a damn war zone out 

there. Take this crap out to the desert or other unpopulated areas! 



Disrupted waterfowl on water 

Waste of fuel 

Extremely loud recreational aircraft. Horrible.  

Low over Lopez Village 

Unbelievable. WTF 

Sounds like a war zone in my neighborhood, with multiple growlers flying 

low and loud.  

Seems like almost constant roar 

Low flying growler aircraft disrupting my evening  

Very low flying growler aircraft disrupting our dinner  

The planes will not stop flying here. The government would rather fight and 

can easily win by discounting the lives of 17,888 people as irrelevant and 

non essential compared to the 70,000 that live on Whidbey island.  

Wow, they're causing a ruckus this morning! 

Flying over a protected national marine reserve is not ok 

A LOW GROWLER RUMBLING OVERHEAD FOR THE SECOND DAY IN A 

ROW!!!!!!  Yesterday they flew over what seemed like all day.  Made me sad 

for people in Ukraine and Gaza not happy about the holidays. 

Multiple low flying growler aircraft and very, very loud and disruptive  

It sounds like a war zone!  

Extremely loud low flying growler aircraft flying over my house  

Get your damn jets OUT of Lopez AIRSPACE!! You are destroying our hearing 

and our health...walking all over us as if we were less than nothing. We 

never agreed to be part of your War Games. LEAVE LOPEZ ISLAND ALONE!! 

DEAFENING LOE GROWLER!!! 

Multiple low flying military aircraft ruining my quiet place  

Multiple aircraft at an unreasonably, low altitude, very low and slow with 

what it sounded like afterburners on!  Consisting of several minutes. Ear 

piercing noise. 

Obnoxious!!!!!!!!! 

Low over South Lopez 

Low flying growler aircraft disrupting my afternoon  

"The jets have been flying non stop the last 2 days 

Very disturbing" 

Really?!  This is the friggin' 21st century and they are still being a menace to 

our ears.  We should stop paying our taxes by 50% (the budget of the 

military) to send a message: enough already!!  If they gotta fly, make em 

quiet!!!!    

Just above the clouds, low flying growler aircraft disrupting my afternoon  

Low flying aircraft very loud and obnoxious  

Ugh, it sounds like a war zone.  

Insanely loud flyover of Mt. Vernon just spoiled the peace of the 

Solstice/Yule. Jerks. 

Sounds like it's going to be another lovely day with earplugs stuffed fully 

into my ears. The Navy's out terrorizing my corner of Mt. Vernon with some 

particularly low and loud flyovers. Disruptive and debilitating. They can and 

should go elsewhere. 

Lopez. All morning 



I chose to drive to Oak Harbor from Anacortes- to go to Wal-Mart and at 

least 6-7 times in the car I wanted to cover my ears with jets from Ault Field 

screaming right overhead.  I had to drive.  This is unsafe and terrible for 

people living here.  

If you aren't anti-military in every form, in any place, then you are just as 

evil as the pilots, their managers, and the scum who cheer them on. COER 

and the SDF are as evil as the navy. They both support endless war. They 

only differ on locations. 

Flight stopped conversations as we were walking outside  

Jet so loud it felt like it was in the strore 

I need to get more sleep. The rumbling of the planes is keeping me from 

sleeping. 

Low rumble disturbing peace and quiet 

Nonstop plane noise. How many planes was that? Woke me up when I 

needed to sleep 

Flying over again - it’s been going on most of the day! 

Waking us up with engine run up south Lopez 

Rumbling away over the ANA ferry terminal 

Rumble vibration shook house 

NOISY OVERFLIGHTS 

Woke me up 

Repeated overflights, initially modest noise levels, then suddenly explosive 

roaring jet noise, as if they "intend" to inflict the maximum decibel impact 

of the local population. 

Engine roundup felt on South Lopez  

More rumbling noise and vibration from Whidbey.  S Lopez. 3:04pm 

Loud rumbling vibrating jet noise from Whidbey.  8:41am.  S Lopez.  

Annoying to have that noise and vibe fill our home. 

Southend Lopez.  Loud rumbling and vibrating from jet action on Whidbey.  

Like an earthquake. Dec 15. 

Roaring growlers, destroying any sense of calm. The noise overwhelms all 

other sound, inside and outside. Horrible, destructive, shattering noise.  

Morning interrupted by lengthy growler noise. It also upsets my dogs who 

are afraid of thunder. Other than the jet noise we rarely have thunder in the 

San Juan Islands. 

ANOTHER RUMBLING ROAR from WHIDBEY.  S. Lopez. DEC 15. 

Southend LOPEZ.  Lots of jet noise, rumbling and roaring coming from 

Whidbey.  Those Growlers are so loud their noise cannot be contained.. 

Lopez.  HUGE Roar from NASWI right now.  The house feels like it is 

trembling. 14 miles away, and we are penetrated by the Navy.  This is 

obnoxious. Arrogant Navy. 

"Planes have been flying for the past 3 days. No silence. Some blasting so 

loud my ear drums hurt. Other times rumble and vibration the moves 

through my body. Some just flying in pairs so double the noise.  

Please stop so I can have some peace. " 

Engine run up rumbling south Lopez  

Continued growler noises — pretty much most of the day today 

More engine run ups rumbling the house south Lopez 

Startling first thing in the morning. 

Engine run up rumbling south Lopez 


